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How do these teachers know how 
to teach Computer Science?
Source: Royal Society 
2012, p. 71-72
Do not have a relevant first 
degree and teacher training 








Communities of practice: ‘anytime, 
anywhere personal learning 
networks’ (Trust, 2016)
• Internet searching as a starting point
• Online sharing platforms
• Computing At School organisation – face-to-
face and online
• Commercial and ‘cottage industry’ providers
• Programming reference sites
Teaching materials
1. Bespoke lesson resources, created by teachers  
for  a  specific  purpose
2. Gathered,  unmodified  resources  located  and 
used  with  little  or no  change
3. Repurposed lesson  resources, gathered  and  
modified  by  the teacher  to  fit  their  lesson  
objectives  more effectively
Look to the 
theory
• We want to know what is going 
on – we look for evidence in 
practice
• We want to look at specific
things and relate them to 
general things
• This gives us a theoretical 
underpinning so that practice, 
evidence and theory can be 
used to move away from ‘gut 





“Teachers need robust 
pedagogical frameworks built 
on verified foundational 
theories, with clearly identified 
learning models and effective 
instructional techniques” (p. 53)
Waite, J., (2017) Pedagogy in teaching 
Computer Science in schools: A Literature 
Review. (After The Reboot: computing 





The educative role of resources –
“PCK by proxy”
• The unwritten / unheard commentary 
that is part of any lesson resource 
• This knowledge is the key to PCK
• A state of transitional pedagogical 
reasoning – scaffolded by a more 
knowledgeable other
• External knowledge validation –
resources and support

ALL teachers need digital 
competence
European framework for the digital competence of educators: 
DigCompEdu - competences and their connections (Redecker, 2017, p. 16)




Implications for teacher education
• Embrace communities of practice to develop PCK as part of evidence-informed 
practice
• Recognise that developing pedagogical reasoning and digital competence are 
part of initial teacher education and professional development
(Hidson, 2021)
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